February 2017

MICAH NEWSLETTER
Do justice, love mercy, and walk humbly with our God (Micah 6:8)

FINDING A MORE RESTORATIVE WAY
By Dave Feick, Micah Program Coordinator

This morning, as I opened the news feed on my smart phone, I encountered a name and face in a
news story which took me back several years.

The article stated that the RCMP were seeking the public’s assistance in
locating “Fred” (not his real name) for a number of charges.
One day, about four years ago, I was just about to pack up and leave the
office on 20th Street for the day when a woman walked in the door. She
had just been at the law firm next door, and they had sent her to me to
see if I could help. For the next hour, she related a history of sexual
abuse between two families over several generations. Her son, who had been abused in his
younger years, was now charged with a sexual abuse, and was incarcerated at the Saskatoon
Correctional Centre (SCC). As I was also working as Chaplain at SCC, I promised to meet her son
the next day.
One of the first things I did when I arrived at work the next day was to call Fred into the office where
my co-worker and I met with him and talked with him. He was a year or so younger than my own
son. He was from a community not far from our own. He may have played hockey or soccer against
my son in school or in the local leagues. My colleague and I took a keen interest in this young man
and met with him regularly, encouraging him to participate in Bible classes and to also talk to the
elders.
After about a year on remand at SCC he was sentenced to a term of about 3 years, which meant he
must serve his remaining time in the Prince Albert Penitentiary. We quickly lost contact with him.
When Micah was granted a Faith Community Reintegration Project grant from the Federal
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Government, it gave me the incentive to make trips to PA to meet with people in the Penitentiary.
On one of my trips, I noticed him there, so I called him into the chapel. He was surprised to see me
and we did some catching up. As he was nearing his parole date, he promised to give me a call
when he got out and he did so. However, the scheduled meeting time came and went, and he didn’t
show. I called him back and we talked about getting together, but it never happened. He didn’t
have time.
Now, a year or so later, he’s back in the news. Not for a sexual
assault, but an assault with a weapon and other violent charges.
What had happened?
I don’t know the details, but to me, this was exactly a case of
what can happen in the prison system. Fred, rather than using
his time in prison wisely to better himself, make the necessary
changes, even though we had gotten him started in that
direction, instead made some new friends which led to new opportunities to offend once he was
released.
Had his first offense been dealt with in a more restorative way rather than a retributive way, perhaps
he could have gotten his life back together and moved on from his situation. Had we had more time
or resources perhaps we could have helped him. But in the end, it was really up to him to choose
the path he wanted to take. Instead, he could be lost in the system for the rest of his life. We can
only do so much.
Please continue to support Micah, our staff, board and volunteers in the work that we do so that we
can be there to catch the ones who do sincerely want to change and know they need the support of
others. We invite you to keep us in your prayers, to volunteer with us and to give generously to the
Micah Mission.

VOULUNTEER FOR CoSA
Circle of Support and Accountability

If you are interested in a volunteer opportunity that will make a difference
in someone’s life, then we would like to talk to you!
Micah’s CoSA volunteers provide friendship in a group setting
to people who have been released from prison.
To learn more please contact Dave at micahcoordinator@gmail.com or 306-653-3099 and/or
attend one of our volunteer information sessions.
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Choosing CoSA
By Cole Dionne
CoSA volunteer and Micah on Campus Coordinator

Hello, my name is Cole
Dionne. I am a third year
commerce student from
Kindersley, Saskatchewan.
I would like to share about my
experience with Circles of
Support and Accountability.

CoSA has been a great experience and I am
grateful for the lessons it has taught me.
During my high school years, I volunteered
on and off, but I knew that I wanted to try
volunteering during my time in Saskatoon. I
ran into a large obstacle in my first year of
school however, known as calculus. This
very demanding course ate up tons of my
time and I didn’t get around to inquiring into
volunteer opportunities.
It was in my second year when the CoSA
opportunity started for me. When I was
picking classes, I needed an elective that
didn’t focus on commerce subjects. So as I
was choosing courses, I noticed one called
Religious Studies 284. When I searched
past reviews of students who had taken the
class, one review stuck out to me, it read
“Take this course - it will change your life.”

One of the required items in the class was a
choice between writing a book report on a
topic pertaining to religion and nonviolence,
or to volunteer for the semester and write a
paper that shows my evidence of learning
from my experience. One of the choices was
CoSA.
At first I was apprehensive of meeting three

individuals I knew nothing about, at a place
I had never been. For the first meeting I
arrived quite early (15-30 minutes before
we were scheduled to start). As the
meeting progressed and I met the other two
volunteers and our core member I settled in
and realized that this line of volunteering
was something I wanted to continue.

Now looking back almost a year later I am
glad that I saw it through. Over the course
of my school term I was able to see the
growth our circle made in terms of
friendship, trust, and sharing. The
commitment of meeting each week has
become incorporated into my weekly
routine, and I have been very fortunate to
have been recently re-engaged with my
circle, after returning from a break back in
my home town of Kindersley.
On a personal level this group has taught
me skills that I believe would be difficult to
learn in other capacities. The skill that has
stood out for me has been the ability to
realize that an action by no means defines
a person. In just 12 short months I have
been able to see the tremendous growth of
an individual who I would have likely never
met if not for CoSA.
An additional personal skill that I have felt
grow because of this experience has been
my confidence and my ability to let myself
open up to people whom I haven’t known
for much of my life, but to do so knowing
they won’t harbor judgment against me,
and likewise me for them.
Continued….
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If I had to pick one highlight from my experience it would be the personal relationships that I
have formed as a direct result of my circle. Through this process I have been very blessed to
have been involved in a very trusting and open circle.
In the short time that I have volunteered with CoSA it has had a tremendous impact on my life,
and I look forward to the future that this volunteering experience holds.
Thank you for taking time to read about my personal experience with CoSA.

Men and women face many obstacles upon release from prison...

IMPACT OF A CRIMINAL RECORD
Employment: Many employers conduct local and/or federal criminal record searches before hiring.
Discovery of your criminal record will negatively affect your chances to get a job.
Self Employment: Before sub-contracting to an individual or to a business, many companies require
criminal record search for all employees and owners.
Career Advancement: Many companies and organizations have started conducting criminal record
searches for employees who have applied for promotions. You will probably not get the promotion and may
even get fired.
Ability to be Bonded: If it is too expensive for any employer to bond you, because of your criminal
record, you will not be hired.
Custody of Your Children: Your child custody and visitation rights may be reduced or eliminated
because of your criminal record.

Volunteer Work: Criminal record searches are required by law for people wishing to be volunteers.
Most organizations will not permit you to volunteer if you have a criminal record.
Apartment Rental: Standard rental application forms ask if you have a criminal record. You may
find it difficult to find a place to live if you have a criminal record.
Educational Opportunities: Many educational programs require criminal record checks.
Well Being: Most people are consciously or sub-consciously distressed by past criminal records.
Removing your criminal record is a large part of removing the stigma and shame associated with a criminal
past.
Copied from Pardons Canada NGO that assists with Record Suspensions (previously referred to as pardons)

Saying Farewell to Three Wonderful Board Members
We Miss You!!

We Wish You Well!

Sharon Wright (Quaker)
Sharon joined the board about six years ago. She almost immediately became the interim
chair and later agreed to be chair. Sharon brought enthusiasm, listening, resourcefulness and
excellent facilitative skills to her task as Chair. She guided us through constructive steps to
diversify the organization’s funding, as well as develop a forward-looking strategic plan that is
expanding the scope of our programming. We owe so much to Sharon and her leadership
and we are truly thankful for her time together with us.

Cam Harder (Lutheran)
Cam has been one of our longer-serving board members. Back in 2010, when we became
aware that he was visiting in the Correctional system through personal connections, we
invited him to the board. And he accepted. From the beginning he has provided vitally
important wisdom. Cam has the gift of hearing and seeing from a variety of perspectives and
then finding a way through to solutions that respect those perspectives. He’s been dedicated
and hard-working throughout his time with Micah. We’ve been blessed to have him.

Tom Morgan (Anglican)
Tom has been on our board for two years, consistently bringing a quiet and thoughtful
presence to our meetings. With his experiences as an Anglican priest and bishop in the north,
and in personally providing support for persons on the street who’d had run in’s with the law,
Tom was able to provide valuable input to the discussions and decisions made around the
table. Tom shared our Micah news and events with the Anglican community and he went to
bat for us to obtain some much-needed funding from the Anglican church. We are ever-so
thankful for his time and support.

VOLUNTEER APPRECIATION - JANUARY 2017
Dear Volunteers,
Micah would like to extend a heartfelt THANK YOU for the time
and energy that you put into your support of the patients at RPC,
the core members of our CoSAs, and others who are supported
through Forward Step, or through your congregation.
Your compassion, your thoughtfulness, and your love means so
much, not only to the people you are supporting, but also to us as
staff and board.
God bless you!

Three of our student-volunteers
at this year’s
volunteer appreciation event.

PEOPLE IN MY LIFE
By Dietmar Hrach,
Former P2P Inmate and Current CoSA Core Member

The road to where I am today has been a rocky one to say the least.
I was born in Germany and was christened Evangelical. Both of my parents were not extremely
Christian so being brought up was just a way of the past. Even
when I was a young lad, I took a bible course more because it
was expected then because of faith and upbringing.
I was bullied as a kid. Having an odd name like Dietmar Hrach...
the kids would call me names. The more I was called Eatmore
and Rock, the more I withdrew into myself and the less selfesteem and self-confidence I had. This negative view that I had
about myself ultimately led me to live a life on the other side of
the law until I was sent to prison.
Looking back at it now I realize that it was the best thing that could have happened to me.
In 2007 everything began to change. I was asked if I was interested in having visitors come and
visit me while I was at Riverbend Institution. That was when I met two Christians who have
become a very important part of my life. They are Mennonites and I remember saying to them
at our first meeting that I did not want to talk about God. I am thankful that they did not listen to
me.
Garth and Janet would come to visit once a month and slowly I began to heal. I also began to
participate in a Circle of Support and Accountability (CoSA). Every two weeks I would talk
about my life and my crimes and I received a tremendous amount of support.
When I received my parole, I came to Saskatoon. Garth and Janet, my Person to Person (P2P)
people, continued to support me as I continued to participate in CoSA. I also added Florence
and Otto and Colleen to my circle. We get together every week and enjoy each other’s
company and support. Having them in my life has been the walls that surround me.
God is the rock of my life but CoSA is the foundation. I know that if I need to talk, I have people
in my life.
Whether I am a part of CoSA or Person to Person, the future of my wellbeing begins with me.
But having the support assists in ways that go beyond support. Both P2P and CoSA have been
tremendous support systems for me, and, they are there for others who choose to take
advantage of the groups.
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GRAD CEREMONY
By: Edna Zacharias

September 7, 2016 was International Literacy Day.
In accordance with that day, the Reginal Psychiatric Centre celebrated the success of five
Grade XII graduates in their literacy program. I attended because James, whom I visit, was
one of the graduates and invited me to attend the
ceremonies. It was the first time that there had been
five graduates and the staff were very pleased about
that. It seemed that it was also the first time that
visitors had been in attendance at these ceremonies
and that was much-appreciated. Besides myself,
parents of another inmate were in attendance.
The program consisted mainly of highlighting the
achievements of 13 students of which several received more than one certificate. They
were given the opportunity to speak and several had written short poems; others spoke of
the positive effects this opportunity of learning and reaching certain milestones in their
educational pursuits meant to them. The men expressed that these achievements made
them feel good about themselves and that there could be a better future for them,
especially if and when they were released from prison.
Of course, pictures, cake and coffee followed. I felt privileged to have been a support and
encouragement to James at these ceremonies. It was, indeed, a good experience. I hope
other P2P volunteers will avail themselves of the same opportunity.
Blessings,
Edna

Volunteer as a Micah Board Member
We endeavour to have a board that is a diverse group of individuals
representing different faith denominations.
If you are interested in joining our board, please contact our office at 306-653-3099.
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WHAT’S ONLINE AND IN THE NEWS?
Have a look….

READ

ABOUT THE HISTORY OF COSA IN

CANADA

Minding the Monster
A pedophile gets out of prison. What happens next?
By Ed Tubb

VISIT:

HTTPS://THEWALRUS.CA/MINDING-THE-MONSTER/

LISTEN TO A RECENT PODCAST

Exiled in Canada
A Sex Offender Finds Refuge with Mennonites

VISIT:

HTTP://WWW.CBC.CA/RADIO/DOCPROJECT/EXILED-IN-CANADA-A-SEXOFFENDER-FINDS-REFUGE-WITH-MENNONITES-1.3870801

LISTEN TO A RECENT PODCAST

Firewater
How Alcohol is Killing my People (and yours)
by Harold Johnson

VISIT:

HTTP://WWW.CBC.CA/LISTEN/SHOWS/THE-NEXT-CHAPTER/
SEGMENT/11529188

TRIUMPH
SUPPORT FOR THOSE
WHO HAVE BEEN HARMED
BY CRIME

With the help of St Anne’s Restorative Justice Ministry (Saskatoon),
a support group has been created for those who have been harmed by crime.
The group is called ‘ Triumph‘ and meets every third Tuesday of the month
3:00 pm in the ‘Knights of Columbus’ room, St. Anne’s Church (Saskatoon).
Those who have been harmed by crime, those who support others who have been harmed by
crime, or those who have been witness to or have been threatened, may find the group helpful.
Please feel free to join the group
if you think this is something that may assist you or a loved one on your journey(s) of healing.
For more information call
Florence 306-242-1370 or Cheryl 306-202-7288

TRAUMA AND BOUNDARIES WORKSHOP
Saturday March 18, 2017 1:00 - 4:00 pm
MCC (Mennonite Central Committee) Building
Avenue C and 45th Street, Saskatoon

All volunteers and other interested persons are invited to attend.
Please RSVP to Dave at Micah:
306-653-3099 or micahcoordinator@gmail.com
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TELMATE CONTRIBUTES TO EXCLUSION

AND ISOLATION

By Peter Oliver

If you have spent any time trying to support “Joe Inmate” in a Saskatchewan provincial prison,
you know you can’t give him a ring to see how things are going. No sir, if
Joe wants to talk to you, he has to make the call. What you may not
know is that Joe’s family has to pay a Texas-based phone company
every time Joe decides to make that call.
The private company Joe will use is aptly named Telmate . It’s one of a
myriad of companies with names like Securus Technologies, Pay Tel
and Value-Added Communications. These companies have been
capitalizing on soaring prison populations in the US and, in the last decade or so, have
started to turn a profit in Canada. Their system is now operating in Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Manitoba, Alberta and Saskatchewan.
One of the most frustrating things about the system is determining how much it costs to make
a call. The basic cost is about $1.35 for a local twenty-minute call and $7.00 for a twentyminute long distance call. But there are hidden costs and unexpected catches. In order to
make a call someone has to put money into the Telmate system. There are a couple of ways
of doing this. I can put money into the inmate’s account or I can link the money to my phone
number. Both approaches have additional fees.
In order to put money into an inmate's account, I will need to know the inmate’s CMIS
number. Chances are I won’t have that handy so lets go with linking the money to my phone
number. Here’s how the system website delineates the fees for this option: “This deposit will
be subject to an additional $2.00 plus 15% in local, county, state and federal surcharges and
regulatory assessments. For example, a $20.00 deposit would be assessed an additional
$5.00, making the total payment $25.00.” Still, I’m concerned about Joe and want to stay in
touch so I put money in the system.
OK! With that done I can send Joe a nice letter to let him know that he can call me (add 0.85
cents for a stamp). Joe is overjoyed when he gets my letter and at his first chance he gives
me a call. Unfortunately, I’m on the line and my answering machine picks up. There goes
$1.35 because local calls are charged a flat rate and the service fee applies even if he just
gets my answering machine. With limited access to the phone, Joe likely won’t get another
shot at a call until tomorrow but, Joe is determined to make the best of it, so he gives it
another try on the following day.
By some good fortune, I happen to pick up when Joe calls. On this call we work out a
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schedule so we don’t blow any more money on missed calls. Things go along fairly smoothly
until Joe tries to make the most of a call. His wife can’t afford to put money in the system so
he asks if I can give her a ring so he can find out how his daughter is doing in the
hospital. Like many homes where income is less of a problem, I have a cell phone and
landline so I say, “sure just hang on.” I give Joe’s wife a call, ask how their daughter is doing
and get back on the phone to let Joe know what I have found out.
Here’s where things get interesting. The system is designed to block three way calls and has
picked up the sound of my landline when I called Joe’s
wife. When I return to my cell to give Joe the information
about his daughter, the line is dead. Joe doesn’t call again
- ever. At first I don’t know why. Then I learn that the
system has permanently blocked my number because it
mistakenly interpreted my call to Joe’s wife as a three-way
call. I begin a grievance process about the situation. It
takes three months to resolve the issue and, even though I
have not done anything wrong, I am sternly warned not to
do it again.
Perhaps this situation sounds a bit unlikely but this is
exactly what happened to a colleague of mine. My friend persisted with the situation until it was
resolved. Many other people simply give up. They resolve the situation by getting a new
phone number and putting more money into the system. I’m not sure what happens to the
cash linked to the first phone number but I know they can’t get it back without a lot of red
tape.
This is only one of many, many problems with the system. The system is voice-activated and
often fails to recognize an inmate’s voice, phones are located in public areas so everyone on a
unit can hear what you are talking about (a situation that can become dangerous in prison),
access to the phone is restricted by extremely rigid schedules, exorbitant fees make inmates
vulnerable to muscling for their phone time - the list goes on.
Sadly the exploitation of inmate’s friends and family is not the most disturbing issue about the
Telmate system. The system contributes to the exclusion and isolation of inmates. In most
cases, sustaining relationships with family and friends contributes to people getting out of
prison and staying out of prison. That is a reality that is well documented. Systems that
disrupt these relationships lead to increased prison counts. This benefits companies like
Telmate but it definitely does not serve our community well. It means more crime, more money
spent on courts, police and prison and worst of all, more harm.
Stop the insanity!
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Our Programs
P2P (Person to Person)
Volunteers visit prisoners at the Regional Psychiatric Centre (RPC) in Saskatoon. Some of these
visits have resulted in long lasting friendships.

CoSA (Circles of Support and Accountability)
Volunteers meet regularly with formerly incarcerated men who have offended sexually. The goal is
to help them lead healthy and law-abiding lives with a commitment to no more victims.

Forward Step
Volunteers facilitate a course on Restorative Justice for inmates at the Saskatoon Correctional
Centre. Objectives include increasing sensitivity to indigenous people, shared learning and
empowerment.

Micah on Campus
Students from the University of Saskatchewan learn about and participate in our Restorative Justice
programs.

Community Chaplaincy
We find support within faith communities, for persons who have been incarcerated and are seeking
to reintegrate back into society.

Micah Board
Blake Sittler (Board Chair), Roman Catholic

Josh Wallace, Mennonite

Harry Harder, Mennonite

Heather Peters, MCC SK Restorative Justice

Eric Olfert, Mennonite

Marjorie Keyser, United Church

Glen Grismer, Mennonite

Sister Peter Mary, Roman Catholic

Dianne Woloschuk, Roman Catholic

Staff
Peter Oliver

Dave Feick

Colleen Rickard
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Supporting Micah Financially
Please consider donating to Micah.
We offer several ways to do this including
online options, automatic bank transfers, and direct donations.

You can visit the donation page on our website for more information at Donate to Micah
For more information, contact us at micahcoordinator@gmail.com
Dave Feick — 306-653-3099
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